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All roadsused

toleadtoRome.
Times have changed .Today,Frankfurt

is the hub of European commerce.

It's in the center of the European

Common Market and a gathering point

for international banks, insurance

companies and trading groups.

And right in the middle of the greatest

vacation paradise the world has

to offer- Europe.

To Lufthansa, it's home.

Most of all, Frankfurt is Europe's

major take - off point,with roughly

300 departures daily to everywhere.

Even Rome. Just in case .
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FROM OUR READERS

E NA

Magazine

I had the opportunity to know Vietnam Maga

zine through your Embassy in Paris.

I am a student interested in all subjects concern

ing your country, way of living, as well your

economic and social problems.

Please add my name to your mailing list and

send me documents and photos relating to

Vietnam .

DENIS SARRADIN

10 Rue Julien Bailly

45 Montargis, France

Board of Directors of

THE VIETNAM COUNCIL

ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

Your articles on the history of Vietnam are

really of great interest for students in the field of

anthropology.

Being an anthropologist, I should like to know

if you can send me pictures of charming Vietnamese

women for inclusion in my collection "Women of

Asia . "

With your kind cooperation, it will be possible

for me to make further preparations for a book on

this subject.

V.H. NACHBAHR

Herenetreat 32

Hilversum

The Netherlands
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As a collector of legends of countries all over

the world , I am enthralled by articles on Vietna

mese folklore.

The inner strength and moral fiber of a people

may be said to take inspiration from its country's

legends. Indeed, what country is nat rendered more

beautiful by its legends?

Human faith knows no bounds and a country's

faith in its legends is one mark of the greatness of

its people.

GLORIA DE LA ROSA

SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
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I have come across your Vietnam Magazine and

found it very informative. A student of your language

and history for many years, I still have some diffi

culty in finding publications on Vietnamese history

and civilization .

I shall be much obliged were you to send me

Vietnam Magazine and other publications on

Vietnam .

ALAIN SEVIN

39 Avenue Georges Clémenceau

94 Bry/s/Marne, France

Cover : Although only 18 per cent of the population of

South Vietnam is Christian , the Christmas season is always

greeted with great joy . Most people merrily make pre

parations for the festivities, such as these two gracious

Saigonese, choosing glittering tinsels for their Christmas

trees.
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FROM OUR PRESIDENTBUSINESS IN VIETNAM

REVISED EDITION

A revised edition of Doing Business in

Vietnam , a book dealing with every aspect of

business in Vietnam (establishment, investment,

privileges, taxation, repatriation of earnings,

etc.) and other subjects of special interest to

foreign investors, has been completed by the

Vietnam Council on Foreign Relations.

The revised edition is now available at

US $5.00 or equivalent.

Would you be willing to be a Patron ?

Your support will assist the Vietnam Council

on Foreign Relations in attaining its various

objectives, including the publication of Viet

nam Magazine.

If you decide to participate as a Grand

Patron or an Honor Patron you will receive a

special scroll, as well as be included in our

Honor Roll . To be an Honor Patron a mini

mum payment of US $850.00 (or equivalent) is

required ; to be a Grand Patron a minimum

payment of US $ 425.00 (or equivalent) is

required.

you would like to learn more about our

activities , we indeed would be pleased to hear
from you .

If
PUBLICATIONS

of the Vietnam Council on Foreign Relations

*

PUBLICATIONS IN ENGLISH hawawalla

President

TRAN VAN LAM

TALLEL

An Introduction to Vietnam, Ref. 911 E, 5th

edition , 1974, 73 pp, US$1.50.

Awards and Decorations of Vietnam , 1972 , 126

pp, US $ 5.00.

Bui Tien Rung, Shipyards in Vietnam , Ref.

7013 E, 1970 , 24 pp .

Constitution of the Republic of Vietnam , Ref.

910 E, 1971 , 39 pp, US$.35.
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Ref . 912 E, 1969 , 9 pp.
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4th edition , 1973 , 88 pp, US$ 1.50 .
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TRANSITION

THE VIETNAMESE ECONOMYECONOMY
By BRUCE A.A. GULLIVER

SOMECA

A wise man once said that if all

the economists in the world were

placed end to end, they still could

not reach to a conclusion . Tb a

professional, the economy of the

Republic of Vietnam offers a

unique opportunity to study the

effects ofa war and the structural

changes the economy has been

forced through during the past

decade. While incapable of offer

ing a conclusion , by my choice of

profession, I hope these comments

will permit greater understanding

of the forces at work in the econ

omy and the impact they have had

on the people of Vietnam .

The Vietnamese economy has

been forced to undergo two chan

ges in personality since 1962, the

most recent of which continues to

impact on all segments of the

society . Vietnamese farmers are turning to mechanized agriculture.

Agrarian Society

In the early 1960's South Viet

nam was a largely agrarian society

with a population of some 14 mil

lion , a modest rate of inflation, a

good deal of underemployment

typical of a developing country

and a surplus of production in its

major industry, rice -growing, that

pushed exports to $85 million dol

lars. As the war escalated in 1963

and 1964 and American troops ar

rived in large numbers in 1965-66

the economy began its first trans

formation . The effects of the build

up in the war years were of four

types:

Increased public sector serv

ices were demanded .

Security problems reduced

production.

Change in aggregate demand

as between goods and services

resulted .

Relative prices changed with

terms of trade shifting more favor

ably toward imports as opposed

to domestic production. That is

imports became less expensive as

compared to similar domestic

items.

Agricultural production fell by

15 to 20 per cent as a result of

security problems and the large

scale mobilization of manpower

resources into the armed forces.

Exports all but disappeared,

declining to $12 million per year

while imports increased dramatic

ally to over $800 million .

The introduction of large num

bers of foreign troops had the im

mediate effect of increasing infla

tion as higher prices were called

upon to ration the finite amount of

goods purchased by a larger num

ber of piasters. In time, imports

earned through providing services

to the American sector, and

donated through the USAID pro

gram helped absorb the piasters

however.

Vietnamese formerly employed

in the safe countryside found it

more profitable in terms of both

personal income and security to

move to the city. Here the demand

was mostly to provide personal

services to the American presence,

bureaucratic skills to the Viet

namese civil service that grew to

administer the large USAID pro

gram through the controlled econ

omy, and the marketing of the

large quantity of imported goods

that flooded the country.

In the years from 1967 to 1972

the economy reached a new equi

librium whose central feature was

the large amount of in -country

exports in the form of services to

the U.S. sector and tremendous

amounts of donated economic as

sistance. Imports were donated as

foreign aid as part of the U.S.

-

-

-
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policy to minimize the sources of

inflation and its deleterious effect

on the standard of living of the

populace.

Special attention is given here to

the role of USAID in the Vietnam

ese economy since it is often mis

understood . Foreign aid provides a

net supplement of goods to the

recipient economy without requir

ing the employment of productive

factors in earning the imports as

in non -aid imports. This supple

ment permits the shifting of pro

ductive factors to provide real

goods today (private consumption )

or real goods tomorrow (invest

ment) or intangible goods today

(government spending). In Viet

nam , the increased amount of

goods and services has gone gen

erally to support higher govern

ment spending. In a real sense,

foreign aid has provided the means

to feed the. men taken from the

paddies to fight.

It was a time of relative afflu

ence when most Vietnamese were

able to enjoy unaccustomed levels

of consumption, especially of im

ported goods. The artificially low

exchange rate had the additional

effect of providing more dollars of

imported goods for fewer piasters

of work, and further increased the

standard of living. The economy of

the time was titled the Honda

Society after the most visible con

sumption item .

Agricultural Development Bank enhances production with extension of loans .

could not compete with imported

items because of inefficiencies in

production. But with cheaper in

put costs, the higher production

costs (relative to the rest of the

world ) were offset. Consequently,

both consumer demand for finish

ed goods and producer demand for

intermediate and primary mate

rials became dependent upon im

ports and the price of those im

ports. The relative boom in the

economy turned the economy from

one with underdevelopment to one

of labor shortages.

The withdrawal of U.S. forces re

moved the underpinnings of the

new equilibrium reached in the

late 60's. The last GI symbolized

the disappearance of what had be

come one of the strongest forces in

the Vietnamese economy. His de

parture witnessed a reduction in

both foreign exchange earnings

and aggregate demand.

Dollar earnings attributable to

the U.S. presence have declined

from over $400 million in 1969 to

approximately $100 million this

year. The real, and absolute reduc

tion in USAID over the past few

years has further wrenched the

newer economy. Finally, world
wide inflation has reduced the

quantities of goods that can be

provided with the remaining dol

lars available. Not only are there

fewer dollars, but they don't go as

far when stretched over rising

prices.

An obvious solution to the reduc

tion in aggregate demand caused

by the Americans' withdrawal is

to find a substitute source . For

Vietnam , as for most developing

countries, the key to such a strat

egy is through increasing exports.

A very real effort has been made

to increase Vietnamese exports,

and good results were obtained

until early in 1974 when the im

pact of higher oil bills translated

suddenly into lessened demand

for the commodities that Vietnam

exports.

Devaluations

Import Effect

The tremendous quantity of im

ported items and the overvalued

piaster had the effect of changing

relative prices between imports

and domestically produced goods in

favor of the imports. While eco

nomists may concur in little else, it

is agreed that among substitutes,

the cheaper good will be preferred

and purchased over the more ex

pensive one. Charcoal could no

longer compete with kerosene,

local peanut oil with liquid short

ening from the States nor rice

hulls with imported paper pulp—

the list is extensive.

Not only did consumption shift

to imported goods and more luxury

items consumed than ever before,

but entire industries developed

around cheap imported raw ma

terials . Previously , such industries

While economic theory tells us

that decreasing the dollar cost by

devaluing the piaster for imports

will increase the demand, it is

questionable whether very large

devaluations would result in tre

mendous increases in demand be

cause of the general recession fac

ing businesses world -wide.

Vietnam's future , moreover, ap

pears to lie in exporting two com

modities for which there is already

strong world -wide demand that

any change in the piaster rate is

unlikely to affect. The large

amounts of imports provided a

ready-made tax base to provide

4



A return to former state urged

revenues to the government. As

the aid and the amount of imports

diminish , not only must produc

tion patterns change but demand

of the large public sector must be

absorbed by allowing more

nomically productive employment

(i.e. demobilization ) or making up

the difference through reduced

consumption forced by inflation ,

taxation, or both . The shifting of

the tax base from dependence on

imports to domestic production

through the introduction of the

value-added tax was also a neces

sary step.

services, lessened security impact

ing upon production, changes in

aggregate demand, and changes in

relative prices as between domes

tic goods and imported goods. The

first two have the effect of reduc

ing production by preventing the

organization of the necessary in

puts of land, labor and capital to

permit maximum economic pro

duction and remain unchanged as

conflict continues to rage through

out the country.

The economy in a sense is being

asked to return to its former state.

The difference, however, is that a

devaluation and goods availability

have increased the demand for

local resources and helped to soak

up the unemployment resulting

from the departure of the Ameri

cans. In Military Region I it is

estimated that employment and

additional income were provided

to over 150,000 people when in

creased kerosene prices caused

massive shift to charcoal for cook

ing. Refugees are trying their hand

attobacco and peanut farming and

rice hulls are replacing paper pulp

in the production of paper in some

instances.

Self -sufficient Economy

The second transformation and

the one currently in progress is to

a more self - sufficient economy,

divorced from the previous era of

large amounts of imports.

Just as before when the transi

tion in the economy was ushered

in by inflation that sought to ration

available goods to the onslaught

of more piasters, the prices of im

ported goods rose to ration out

what had become scarce goods. In

1973 the composite Saigon retail

price index rose by 65 per cent

while the index of imported items

rose by 100 per cent.

Under a market economy, the

reallocation can occur only if re

lative prices induce consumers

and producers to substitute what

is locally available for what used

to be imported. It is to the credit

of the Government of the Republic

of Vietnam that pricing policies,

especially in regard to foreign ex

change, have been adopted that

encourage the necessary substitu

tions. Through a combination of

devaluations of the piaster and

controls on items to be imported ,

the expenditures of foreign ex

change reserves have been so re

duced that there will be a positive

flow of reserves in 1974 in contrast

with a loss of 70 million dollars

in 1973 .

Before considering future pros

pects , recall the four basic charac

teristics on the economy as a result

of the events of the early war

years — increased public sector

The manufacture of vitally needed items locally saves foreign currency.

large portion of the population is

now urbanized, and there is social

resistance to returning to the

country. Furthermore, the security

problem remains and is perhaps

the strongest discouragement to

returning to farm the land. In ad

dition , the need to maintain a

large standing army remains and

must be financed partially from

the resources of the economy.

Vietnam is fortuitous in having

resources to make the transition

to an economy divorced from past

realities and 1974 has shown more

visible evidence of transition to a

new equilibrium than last. Chan

ges in relative prices induced by

Throughout the current transi

tion , until recently , inflation has

run at record levels. The effects

have fallen most heavily on public

servants and especially military

personnel who have no freedom

to quit and move to more lucrative

occupations. Recently, however,

inflation has quieted to but a

whimper, over the last quarter,

the annual rate of inflation has

amounted to 11.5 per cent — an

amount less than in the United

States during the same period. The

reasons appear to be threefold .

Firstly, the impetus given the in

dex by imported goods has slowed

recently. Secondly, for largely

5



potentially great future for the

economy of Vietnam . The Arab

cartel-imposed oil price escalation

increased the value of the raw

material sufficiently to cover the

substantial costs of exploring for

new sources . The world's sudden

realization of the fragility of its

source of energy gave additional

impetus to exploration throughout

the world .

Oil Future

cyclical reasons, the government

deficit has contributed little to the

printing of money.

Finally, the extensive sales of

treasury bonds to both banks and

individuals has recycled a number

of piasters into the government's

control. Both banks and indivi

duals have exchanged piasters for

treasury bonds and promised fu

ture piaster repayment. The effect

has been so dramatic that during

the period of July through mid

September there was an actual de

cline of some 6 per cent in the

money supply defined as notes in

circulation and demand deposits.

Banks that were formerly willing

to lend to businesses while a

high rate on inflation boosted the

profit margin on sales of goods,

have recently become more

cautious. This risk has increased

the appropriate interest charge on

the loan beyond the ability of

many borrowers to repay. Legal

ly, banks can Searn only about

31 per cent on commercial loans

but 35 per cent for treasury bonds

that are essentially risk free, so

that naturally they are willing

to lend for less risk at a higher

return .

The banks themselves have be

come more risky in the eyes of

depositors as the result of two

recent bank failures. Consequently

private investors are also increas

ingly turning to government bonds

at the expense of both time and

demand deposits in banks. The

very real rate of return with in

flation slowed has further encour

aged the holding of bonds.

With the verification of layers

of oil and natural gas in the second

Pecten exploratory hole , Vietnam's

future as an oil producer appears

assured . The question now is when

and how much ? If current prices

for petroleum products are ap

proximately maintained , the long

term benefits to the economy are

clear. However, the receipt of pro

ceeds from full development of the

fields are many years away. There

are some benefits from oil that

could be obtained in the short-run,

however. The first is the proceeds

from the next round of oil lease

biddings scheduled for next

year. With commercially -extract

able quantities verified , the risk

factor is reduced and the proceeds

likely will be larger than the

previous two rounds of negotia

tion .

serves inin seeking international

assistance . For the moment there

are few items of collateral more

valuable than petroleum - especial

ly for economies such as Japan's

that are totally dependent on for

eign sources. Even those countries

with oil may be willing to lend

some of their current proceeds

either to purchase future supplies

or to attempt to maintain the oil

cartel cohesion with respect to

prices by offering to buy up voting

allegiance.

The second major development

in the world's economy - not total

ly unrelated from the first by the

way - is the often predicted Mal

thusian specter of population
growth outstripping the increased

in food production — the world food

shortage. Technology and higher

food prices have postponed this

scenario since it was first predict

ed over 2 hundred years ago. Tech

nology by offering ways of partial
ly overcoming the constraint of a

particular combination of land,

labor, and other inputs and higher

prices for providing the capital to

pay for these technological ad

vances and for increasing corres

pondingly the farmer's effort.

Problem

A more promising possibility is

the use of verified petroleum re

The problem now is that crop

failures and population increases

have demanded more than either

Mixed Signals

The current signals on the econ

omy are somewhat mixed . In gen

eral, those industries dependent

on cheap imported inputs of

demand for a product the Viet

namese consumer can no longer

afford (ice cream and bottled soft

drinks for example) are suffering.

Agricultural production, on the

other hand , is booming in nearly

all cases . The tripling of fertilizer

prices and doubling of diesel fuel

costs have somewhat restricted the

use of these inputs and will hold

back production to some extent .

in the last year, two economic

events in the world indicate a Pecten oil drilling rig in offshore Vietnam . Oil future seems assured.
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technology or increased effort can

provide . As a result , world grain

stockpiles were drawn down to

meet consumption needs and prices

are correspondingly higher as

world purchases seek to ration the

available stocks.

Fine Attributes

than the total of this year's ex

ports. If Vietnam ever exported

one million tons as it once did , it

would mean $ 450 million .

The export of substantial quan

tities of rice would no doubt lead

higher rice prices. Currently the

Vietnamese price is 70 per cent of

world export price but to export

rice, the local price would not

necessarily have to match the

world price. In Thailand, for ex

ample, rice is exported at a price

higher than the domestic price

with the government capturing the

difference as a tax .

Under the provisions of U.S. as

sistance PL -480 rice imports must

be terminated before rice can be

exported. As rice imports decline

or are eliminated two things

happen - the government loses a

substitute for tax revenue and

the subsidy to rice consumers

diminishes.

The availability of large quan

tities of imported rice reduces the

local price below its natural equi

librium . In an economic sense, the

farmer is having taxed away a

portion of the revenue that would

naturally accrue to him . Taxes can

be used to transfer wealth from

one segment of society to another

and in this case the urban in

habitant and the aivil servant

enjoy the benefits. Indeed, it is the

aim of U.S. policy to substitute for

the production lost to the mobili

zation needs of the war. The prob

lem is to capture what is now a

tax equivalent on the farmer as an

explicit tax that provides piasters

to the GVN to maintain the stan

dard of living of public servants

through a tax on the countryside

What does this mean for Viet

nam's future ? The country has

been dealt a host of fine attributes

including climate, rich land, and a

hard -working populace. Properly

combined and supplemented with

doses of agricultural technology,

foreign assistanceassistance and proper

security, Vietnam seems destined

to produce a substantial agricul

tural surplus for export to the rest

of the world . Rice is the most like

ly candidate and sugar an increas

ingly profitable potential export.

The importance of rice as an ex

port is clear when one realizes

that the export of just 200,000 tons

of rice (a mere 3 per cent of total

crop this year ) would yield a total

of $90 million - an amount greater

Optimism

With the continuing high eco

nomic and social costs of aggression

facing the country the short -term

economic situation is somewhat

uncertain . But given the potential

that exists within the economy and

the current demands of the world

there is reason to be most opti

mistic about the economic future

of Vietnam.

VIỆT- NAM CÔNG -THƯƠNG NGÂN -HÀNG
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217 Truong Minh Giang
Tel. 40925

6 Nguyen Trung Truc Tel . 92627
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CHILD WELFARE PROBLEM

By Deputy Prime Minister PHAN QUANG DAN

Meal time at one of Saigon's many orphanages. The need for funds is great.

A protracted 30 -year war , not yet

ended, has generated many socio

economic problems of unprecedent

ed dimensions which the Republic

of Vietnam has to face, especially

in child welfare.

There are over 800,000 orphans

with hardly 20,000 of them cared

for in orphanages and a much

smaller percentage adopted by

foster parents inside and outside

South Vietnam , the rest living at

bare subsistence level with rela

tives and neighbors, themselves in

needy conditions.

Abandoned children , school

dropouts and street boys are fast

increasing. Consequently juvenile

delinquency is becoming a serious

problem , fortunately still kept

under control by Vietnamese tra

ditional high moral standards and

strong family ties.

In this country which used to

export over 1,500,000 tons of rice

each year, massive unemployment,

inflation, the rising cost of living

and the rapid population growth

are engendering a grave state of

malnutrition , especially among

children .

In the past 20 years hospital

facilities have been greatly ex

panding from the central to the

provincial district and village

levels to offer free medical care to

the population . However, little of

these efforts has been devoted to

children . There is only one chil

dren's hospital ( Benh Vien Nhi

Dong) in South Vietnam and not

all hospitals have pediatric wards.

Thus hardly 10 per cent of all

hospital facilities are reserved for

the child population under 15 years

of age which represents almost 50

per cent of the total population.

Preventive services for children

are also inadequate though earnest

attempts have been made to carry

out large scale vaccination cam

paigns against smallpox, cholera,

plague, whooping cough, diphteria,

tetanus, poliomyelitis and tubercu

losis.

Traditionally the Vietnamese

people have always highly valued

education . In the past 20 years

schools have been multiplying at

an accelerated pace. Today each

village has at least one primary

school and each district one high

school. There are about 3 million

children in primary schools and

700,000 children in high schools .

However, teachers and teaching

facilities are sub - standard both in

quantity and quality and curricu

lums, mainly academic, are obsolete

and irrelevant, not well adapted

to prepare children for life nor to

meet the needs of qualified experts

for the social and economic devel

opment of the nation. A reorienta

tion of the entire educational

system is in the making by the

Ministry of Culture , Education and

Youth .

Much is being tried, with the

assistance of the USA, Japan, West

Germany and other nations, a

beginning of contribution of the

United Nations and the participa

tion of many voluntary agencies,

to help solve the above -outlined

problems: orphanages, SOS vil

lages, day -care centers, wellbaby

clinics, feeding programs, juvenile

delinquent reeducation, vocational

training, technical schools, com

munity education centers, land

development program , etc. It is

also self-evident that the imple

mentation of the January 1973

Paris Cease -Fire Agreement with

better guarantees by the United

Nations and the big powers and

the withdrawal of North -Viet

namese communist troops would

immensely improve the socio -eco

nomic situation of South Vietnam

and thereby go a long way in

improving the conditions of Viet

namese children .

However , child welfare has its

own problems and its own solu

tions. On the other hand not only

more funds and technical assist

ance are required , but also new

ideas, more appropriate and better

coordinated programs are needed.

It is strongly felt that an Inter

national Conference on Children

and National Development will be
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Their welfare is a great concern of national government. Pediatric ward in a Vietnamese hospital.

of the highest interest for the

Republic of Vietnam , for the

nations and organizations willing

to participate in child welfare

activities in Vietnam and also for

those who are concerned with

child welfare in general.

The sheer dimensions of its child

problems make South Vietnam a

particularly interesting and pa

thetic case study for experts on

child welfare, health and educa

tion to examine closely, make

recommendations and propose solu

tions. On the other hand some of

those basic problems like food

shortage and malnutrition, in

adequate medical care and pre

ventive services for children, etc.

are common to many developing

nations. Some other problems like

juvenile delinquency , the need for

revising the educational system

and making it more practical and

relevant are not unknown to

developed nations. Consequently

exchanges of experiences and ideas

will be undoubtedly fruitful for

all participants.

It is to be recalled that tribula

tions and sufferings often pro

mote progress and that it was the

study of malnutrition diseases

among the low - income population

groups in Asia and South America

which led to the discovery of

vitamins and revolutionized nutri

tion sciences for the benefit of all

mankind.

Thorough discussion of child

problems with the Republic of

Vietnam as case study might lead

to new ideas which will eventually

benefit child welfare everywhere.

In particular the International

Conference on Children and Na

tional Development to be held in

Saigon from Jan. 14 to 23, 1975 and

co -sponsored by the Ministry of

Social Welfare and Land Develop

ment, the Ministry of Health and

the Ministry of Culture, Education

and Youth with the financial as

sistance of UNICEF offers the

Republic of Vietnam the rare

opportunity of assessing the Viet

namese children's present condi

tions from a multi-approach and

global point of view and evaluat

ing child programs so far imple

mented .

Vietnamese basic papers will be

sent to participants two months

prior to the opening of the con

ference so that participants can

scrutinize them at leisure and

prepare their own presentations

and recommendations. Reviewing

child problems in their complexity

with the Republic of Vietnam as

case study, the conference will

however focus its attention and

discussion on a few basic problems

in child welfare, health and educa

tion in order to arrive at a limited

number of concrete, practical and

workable recommendations.

It is hoped that there will be

many participants and they will

all contribute actively to the suc

cess of the conference for the

benefit of Vietnamese children and

also , may be, for the progress of

child welfare in other parts of

the world .

1
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ONG PHO: A LOVEA LOVE STORY

By MINH PHUONG

The American double amputee

described his courtship of the girl

from Hue :

"I met her at a Catholic orphan

age in Saigon where she was work

ing. Months later I gave her a

dragon -of -gold engagement ring at

the Xa-Loi Pagoda during the Tet

Festival. We were married by the

Buddhist bonze, Thich Tam Giac,

at the Vinh Nghiem Pagoda in

Saigon - where our camera broke

down ."

Today Paul Paulenko, 34, lives

quietly in a modest Saigon apart

ment with his Vietnamese wife,

the former Huynh-thi- Kim- Yen.

Both he and his wife participate

in social welfare activities, includ

ing orphanage work . Of American

nationality and Russian ancestry,

Paul Paulenko has settled down

in this country. He speaks elemen

tary Vietnamese with a heavy New

York accent. His apartment is fil

led with Russian ikons, Oriental

ornaments and books on Philoso

phy, Russian Literature, Vietnam ,

Languages and India .

" After being exposed to the ele

ments and hardships I decided that

I'd be better off doing something

purposeful in Vietnam . I felt a

sense of obligation to participate

in this disaster ."

He arrived here in March , 1970

and married the shy Huynh -thi

Kim - Yen a year later. He is sur

rounded by the pagodas he admires

and the sounds of food vendors

and children who call him "Ong

Pho . " He has often travelled out of

Saigon on aid projects for hand

icapped children and poor farmers

near the Cambodian border .

“The affection of children com

pensated for the war dangers dur

ing the first few years ,” he said .

"My wife is altruistic and chooses

most of the social work we do. We

have a limited income and she

sacrifices even her health for the

work . ”

His wife's father, he said , died

during the French occupation .

" He was shot by the French in

Hue, on the street, because he

didn't have his I.D. papers."

“ Ong Pho” and his bride.

Bonze's Comment

Ex - Soldier Image

When he moves along crowded

Saigon streets, using braces,

crutches and two prosthetic legs,

people naturally think he is an ex

soldier. Ironically, he is perhaps

the only amputee here who lost

his legs before arriving in Vietnam .

" Some people have accused me

of impersonating a G.I.," he said .

" May be that's because of the

fatigues I used to wear . I used

them because they were cheap and

long -wearing."

Children here call him " Ong

Pho ," their way of saying Mister

Paul.

"Ong Pho" was born in Belgrade.

His Russian parents had emigrated

to Yugoslavia after the Bolshevik

Revolution of 1917. Later they

moved to Austria where he found

life "morally and peacefully very

comfortable in a small Catholic

village. ”

In 1949 the family went to the

United States and settled in Vine

land, New Jersey .

"I went to Hofstra College in

Nassau County, Long Island , and

worked at night.”

He lived in Sea Cliff, Long Is

land, but did not finish college. A

nightmarish accident happened .

“One day I lost my legs trying

to board a train . ”

Later, drawing on his Social

Security disability benefits, he be

gan to travel.

"I decided to get immersed in

foreign cultures. That was better

than reading about it in books. "

Though a double amputee, the

strong -willed Paulenko saw no

reason to be a stationary invalid

in Long Island. The Guiness Book

of Records does not yet mention it ,

but he may have set some sort of

record for transcontinental travel

by an amputee. By bus, train and

hitch-hiking he crossed Europe and

Asia all the way to India, flabber

gasting people along the way. In

Calcutta, having heard so much

about Vietnam , he decided to fly

to Saigon.

We looked at the wedding pic

tures. The ceremony was held at

the beautiful seven - tiered Vinh

Nghiem pagoda in Saigon near the

Cong Ly canal. At the signing of

the marriage papers, he was sur

prised by the penetrating com

ments which the bonze made re

garding his character. The Bud

dhist clergyman had not known

him before. Paulenko considers the

bonze's comments too personal to

talk about.

“I'll just say that he gave a gift

and an admonition . He said to be

steady. 'Leaving the house , bid

goodbye to your wife. Entering,

bow your head and say Chao Ba

in greeting to your vife .'

When not busy with his social

work, Ong Pho often visits the

Vinh Nghiem Pagoda. He says he
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Dedicated to the Economic

Development of Vietnam

senses no “ ambition , vindictive

ness or cruelty " in the pagoda.

"I go there for the serenity and

sit with the meditating people. I

find it regenerating .”

He says he has found “ the best

orphan's morale ” in Buddhist or

phanages, despite their shortage

of funding.

" The kids are joyful and not

self -conscious. They're happier. I

think Christians have become too

technical and unspiritual, but I

persist in being a Christian

myself."

He has no present plans to be

anywhere except Vietnam .

M
MEKONG

THE MEKONG

GROUP OF COMPANIES

No Politics

Executive offices : 9 Lam Son Square , Saigon

Mail : P.O. Box 746, Saigon

Rolex : MEKONG SGN 279

Cable : MEKONGCORP SAIGON

Telephones : 97.350 ; 99.291; 96.931; 94.478

MEKONG INSURANCE COMPANY

MEKONGFORD

Exclusive dealer for all Ford products

MEKONG TRADING CORPORATION

Exporter of sea products

Exclusive distributor for 3 - M duplicating and visual products

MEKONG PETROLEUM PRODUCTS COMPANY

MEKONG CAN COMPANY

DOVATY

Donnai Transportation Company

MEKONG EXPRESS

General Sales Agent for Trans World Airlines

MEKONG ADVERTISING & PUBLISHING COMPANY

“I like the Vietnamese, but do

not participate in their political

torment. I'd like to stay and home

stead if any semblance of peace

were likely here. I credit the U.S.

Government with making my stay

possible, since I'm allowed to use

my Social Security income outside

the United States."

Like most marriages, Ong Pho's

is not all sunshine and roses. It's

a struggle, due to many problems.

But he seems eager to embrace the

struggle.

We asked Ong Pho if it's true

that all Russians beat their wives.

Sitting on a reed mat in front of

his Vietnamese -English dictionary,

he laughed. His wife did not laugh,

but she smiled very gently.

“ The Russian habit of beating

wives is very complicated ,” Pau

lenko said . “It can be an expres

sion of love, you might be surpris

ed to know . "

Mrs. Paulenko smiled again and

brought another pot of aromatic

tea grown in the highlands of Viet

nam . Voices of children came from

the alley way, the children who

call him Ong Pho.

With his powerful shoulders and

dark beard that he is now growing,

he resembles an Orthodox priest.

He seems quite willing to lead an

austere , even ascetic life.

" In terms of the future, only if

my health goes will I have to think

of something more comfortable ."

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

OF THE MEKONG GROUP

MEKONG UNIVERSITY

NGUYỄN NGỌC LINH ENGLISH SCHOOL

REPRESENTATIONAL OFFICES

C.C.I. ASIA (U.S.A.)

MEKONG ENTERPRISES INTL. LTD . (HONG KONG)

COMPANIES ASSOCIATED

WITH THE MEKONG GROUP

VINAGLASS

Only manufacturer of sheet and opalescent glass in Vietnam

MONDOCRAFT (U.S.A.)

VIETNAM FISHING DEVELOPMENT CO .
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NEW STYLE, OLD SPIRIT,

ARTIST HIEU DE

By CHAU KM DINH

Perfume, its historical monuments,

majestic palaces, splendid mauso

leums, and the grace and beauty

of its women became the " cradle "

which soothed his lonely heart and

sharpened his sensible mind.

Hue was and remains his most

profound and richest source of

inspiration. The stay in the im

perial city was the most fertile

period of creativity in the artist's

life, for it enabled Hieu De to

draw inspiration from the very

source of traditional Vietnamese

culture, almost untouched by the

internecine war and from where

the Buddhist faith , with its numer

ous pagodas, historical landmarks,

ascetic monkhood radiates on Viet

nam and the Buddhist world .

Hieu De's service in the army,

his constant brushes with death ,

his contact with blood, hardship ,

danger, his editorship of an army

magazine, his field trips with the

army's entertainment groups were

unique experiences for an artist of

his caliber. At that time, the

artist's world was that of steel, of

iron pawns thrust into guns. He

saw a new face of man , deform

ed by a hideous mass of cold

and warped steel. He was lured

into a sort of cubist expressionism

with hard lines drawn, robot fig

ures preying, and Martian gods

trying to suppress the human

feeling for love and peace.

In 1970 , Hieu De returned to

Saigon and became professor at

Hieu De at work on a sketch of a Vietnamese girl in his studio at home.

In his early days, Hieu De was

far from being a darling of the

academic world . He was almost

sent as an “ exile " into the remote,

desolate Delta, to the far- flung,

isolated northern Central Vietnam ,

and thrown into a fighting Army

where paradoxically his talent

flourished , his experience matured,

his art concept broadened by read

ing, living and hard thinking.

Return to Saigon

His late comeback to the capital,

Saigon, was like the return of the

legendary prodigal son , feared by

some, loved by others and similar

to an untamed , restless, vigorous

bull, ready to challenge any cele

brated matador.

For Hieu De can be considered

as an enfant terrible by the old

and the conservative, and an avant

garde theorician and a notorious

art lecturer by the young and the

knowledgeable.

Born in 1935 in the coastal city

of Phan Thiet, Hieu De started his

artistic career in 1957 after his

graduation from the Gia Dinh

Advanced School of Fine Arts. He

soon became impregnated with the

liberal spirit and the open -hearted

warmth of natives of the Delta

when he was assigned to Phan

Thanh Gian College, Can Tho

(1960-1962 ). Later, he was sent to

the Dong Khanh School to develop

the love of plastic beauty and in

troduce the secrets of fine arts to

the sensitive girls of Hue.

As in the case of many of his

predecessors well-known poets,

writers, and artists — traditional,

romantic Hue cast on Hieu De its

magic spell and left indelible

marks on his works, for the old

imperial city with its charming

landscape, its poetic River of " Summertime " in lacquer,
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the Gia Dinh Advanced School of

Fine Arts. A remarkable oil

painter, he suddenly felt attracted

to lacquer painting - an entirely

new field demanding new material,

new technique, new concept. For

turning a traditionally handicraft

export item into a modern art

product representing the essence

of Vietnamese art is a challenging

task men of lesser caliber would

readily shun .

But not Hieu De. Lacquer handi

craft which originated in Binh

Duong were the industrial export

concern of such giants as Thanh

Le and Tran Ha. They were like

a booming consortium which

dwarfed Hieu De’s tottering,

humble initiative.

After realizing , however, that

his woodcut prints had become

the favorite subjects for popular

lacquer painting, the artist re

solutely took up the challenge.

But this was like groping in the

dark. Hieu De had no background

knowledge and no academic train

ing on lacquer painting. He had to

start from the scratch . He had to

learn the technique of coating

plywood, of varnishing, of handling

the delicate gold leaf, of spreading

silk particles, of fixing broken egg

shells or pieces of shining mother

of pearl. The artist spent consider

able money and time in the early

period of experimenting. He en

countered many a frustration be

fore mastering the delicate tech

nique of lacquer varnishing.

De's lacquer art is famous for detail. “ Dinh ” (above ) and River Boats .

Quality Boost

Hieu De wants to provide mod

ern expression, instill new spirit,

breathe new life into the tradi

tional Vietnamese art of painting.

He believes he could raise it on a

par with valuable ancient Chinese

water color and precious Japanese

and Korean contemporary lacquer.

He feels that lacquer painting is

primarily a cultural expression of

an old and noble Vietnamese art.

To degrade it to the commercial

rank of mass-produced gadgets , to

flood the foreign market with

hastily -made objects is to betray a

venerable, manual, highly appre

ciated art of Vietnam , according to

Hieu De.

the brush palette from the canvas

to shining lacquer surface.

Lacquer painting is not only

more durable than oil painting. Its

wooden hard surface enables the

artist to express his feelings and

concretize his thought with

variety of color and material, from

brilliant gold to the shining mother

of pearl, the tender egg shell to

silver powder and hues of all

imaginable expression .

Artist Hieu De, alias Nguyen

Tanh De, won a prize in the Spring

Painting Contest of 1960. He par

ticipated in many annual national

exhibits such as those held in Sau

bolau (Brazil), in Paris, etc. Hewas

designated as a member of several

juries in Spring Painting Contests

of the Ministry of Cultural Affairs

and in the Arts and Letters Con

tests sponsored by the President

of the Republic.

He is married , has 6 children ,

and has adopted a white Viet

namese -American girl named Tham

and a black Vietnamese -American

girl named Thi, aged 7 and 6 ,

respectively .

Hieu De is also a cartoonist and

Vietnamese humor editor of the

mass -circulation daily Cong Luan .

He owns a bookshop, called Ai Tho,

at 112 Huynh Quang Tien St. ,

opposite the St. Thomas Church , on

Truong Minh Giang St., Saigon.

Careless lacquer painting, laxity

in varnish technique may easily

unjoin its precious material, mar

its colorfulcomposition, and bring

disrepute to the maker and shame

to the producing country.

Hieu De's lacquer art may be

considered unique. The artist is

one of the scant few with real

talent , maturity and long experi

ence in oil painting who has

proved he can successfully transfer

his colorful and masterful use of
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South Vietnam is haunted by the

ghost of Christmas past.

In a decade of American mili

tary involvement, this land was

lavished with spectacular shows

and diversions for the men who

were required to spend their holi

days here.

Christmas past was American

comedian Bob Hope, complete with

an accompanying troupe of nubile

young ladies in black -sequined

leotards; the late Cardinal Spell

man , resembling nothing so much

as an elderly cherub as he flitted

from outpost to outpost conducting

field masses; Christmas trees atop

bunkers, turkey with the trim

mings amid the sandbags...

Shops in Saigon did a booming

business selling gifts for the folks

back home. And the strains of

“ White Christmas " -loaded with

irony when it closes to 90 degrees

outside were wafted across dark

2

4

CHRISTMAS ININ SOUH

green jungles by the now -defunct

American Forces Vietnam Net

work. (There now is an American

civilian radio station here which

last year began playing Christmas

music the day after Thanksgiving ).

For the millions of American

troops who passed through this

land, the holidays were something

to live through — until next year,

when they would be back in "The

World ” (G.I. slang for the United

States) .

Not Americans Alone

Americans aren't the only ones

who observe Christmas here .

Eighteen per cent of the country

are Christians-- mostly Roman

Catholics. But even the Buddhist

majority get into the act each

year for the Christmas Eve

“ promenade.”

Christmas Eve in Saigon is more

like the Western New Year's Eve.

Sweet pandemonium reigns su
Christmas lights fascinate girl (upper photo ) . For couple a hard choice,
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“That I like mommy,” says little girl at

store display ( left ) . Above : tinsel store.

TH VIETNAM

preme as thousands don their best

clothes and parade up and down

the streets. It's a time for balloon

toting small fry wearing Batman

masks ; long -haired youths crusing

-often on the sidewalks — aboard

overcrowded Hondas; their fathers

clad in immaculate, mothball

scented , long - sleeved white shirts

and dark ties. Curvaceous Viet

namese maidens mince along in

high heels, the silken panels of

their ao -dai streaming in the night

time breezes ...

B

Un -merry Christmas

Shopkeepers are having a singu

larly un -merry Christmas. They

know that the G.I. market is long

gone, and they will be left with a

surplus of “ Vietnamese art. "

It's noticeable that Saigon is

missing many of the trappings of

Christmas past. Visitors still are

overwhelmed by stalls and ped

dlers hawking Christmas cards

mostly left over from past years.

But business isn't lucrative enough

to warrant investment on lavish

decorations, although star- shaped

Christmas lanterns are on sale at

many locations. ( The art has grown

up in this country of making the

five- pointed stars with pictures ofImported Christmas cards are vanishing, but local ones are plenty.
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mercial. We will be celebrating the

non - commercial one ! ”

And what about next year ?

A few weeks from now , brightly

colored paper lions, unicorns and

dragons will dance in Saigon's

streets as Vietnamese celebrate

the beginning of the lunar year

4673.

The outgoing year 4672 has been

the Year of the Tiger. Coming up

is the Year of the Cat.

Doubt arises from a quirk in the

Oriental Zodiac. In Vietnam , it

will be the Year of the Cat. But

many other areas, including

Mainland China, Taiwan and Sin

gapore, will celebrate the Year of

the Rabbit.

A Chinese letter is assigned to

each lunar -calendar year. Since

the outgoing Chinese Year of the

Tiger came third in the recur

rent natural cycle and was long

ago given the third letter of the

Chinese alphabet, its successor

the upcoming Year 4673 — tradi

tionally takes Letter No. 4. The

Chinese word for this letter sounds

like "meo," the Vietnamese for

"cat . " And... well, you can figure

out the rest for yourself.

But the newcomer - cat or rabbit

—will get the traditional noisy

New Year greeting.

Last year's remaining stock of imported Christmas cards draws buyers.

the Holy Family in the middle .

There is a hole in the back where

an electric light bulb or candle

may be placed . They are similar to

the Christmas stars which may be

seen in Scandinavian countries ).

Two years ago there was a defi

nite feeling that the season of

peace would herald peace in Viet

nam . (Late flash : There have been

more than 100,000 military and

civilian casualties since the mock

ery that was called “Peace With

Honor" came into effect in January

of 1973) .

But there still will be a tradi

tional Christmas at St. Chris

topher's, an Anglican (Episcopal)

church.

The congregation of St. Chris

topher's worships at a church own

ed by l'Eglise Reformée de Langue

Française, a French Calvinist

Church. The church, which adjoins

the massive American Embassy

on Saigon's busy Thong Nhut

Boulevard, was described in these

rather lyrical terms by a recent

visitor :

“A lovely example of Roman

Provencal style , cream - chiffon

colored façade, utterly neat and

clean in every detail, surrounded

by equally well-tended trees ,

bushes, tropical plants and flowers.

Built 70 years ago, artistically it

probably is one of the most perfect

buildings in Saigon. ”

The same visitor also painted

this pen portrait of the Rev. C.E.

Hampson, St. Christopher's priest

in -charge who was born in Durban,

South Africa :

“ Mr. Hampson has a sturdy,

athletic build . A very youngish 50.

Bald only up front. Gaelic sparkle

in blue eyes ( his mother is a

resident of Belfast). Pleasant. Very

articulate. Ruddy, well-made face,

beef -eater's complexion. Rigid

principles housed in relaxed man

ner . A patch of slate -gray hair

showing very close to neck line of

shirt (in front). Straight, very reg

ular features . "

Ritual Din

Early Plans

Hampson began making his

Christmas plans early.

“We have an expatriate con

gregation - mostly Americans, with

a sprinkling of British and Aus

tralians, " he said . “ For Christmas

they want the kind of service that

reminds them of home. Some of

them get very homesick . We expect

to have a Christmas tree and a

Nativity scene. There are two

'Christmases .' One ofthem com

The ritual din is designed to

keep bad spirits from coming in

with the cat or rabbit and spoiling

what sayers predict will be a

better year than last.

“ Whether we greet the cat or

the rabbit , the coming year will be

very different from the Year of

the Tiger," one forecaster said.

" Everybody knows that a cat has

nine lives and that it always lands

on its feet.”

"However, we must not fight

among ourselves like cats and dogs

and we must be wary of those who

sit on the fence waiting to see

which way the cat is going to jump.

“We must not let our guard

down because we know that 'when

the cat's away the mice will

play."

"In times of danger, we should

be ready to move as quickly as a
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The Year of the Tiger was greeted

with baleful omens, and young

men were warned that girls who

were married during the Tiger's

reign often became shrews while

Rabbit -year wives are said to be

gentle and likely to become the

mothers of large families.

“ The hare is a far more peace

ful animal than the tiger ," the

fortune- teller said. "He knows how

to escape by running fast and

hiding in his warren or connected

burrows- but he has a sharp set

of teeth if he ever needs to use

them .

“The hare is a resilient and

mutable creature that is capable

of adjusting to just about anything.

He has been successful in the

struggle to survive - flourishing

and multiplying despite a host of

predatory enemies. "

The forecaster, a Chinese -born

Saigon resident, recalled that the

rabbit's foot is considered a lucky

talisman in many countries.

" Perhaps we can take that as a

good omen , " he said .

He mentioned a number of

legends and sayings about the hare

which may be applied next year.

“The legend of the hare and the

tortoise teaches us that the race

is not always won by the one who

starts out the fastest, " he said . “We

must pace ourselves and be pre

pared for a protracted struggle. "

“ And the saying about 'running

with the hares and hunting with

the hounds' is a reminder that

some people we think are our

friends may have two faces and

may be our secret enemies, busily

plotting against us."

The seer said the famous recipe

that begins, " To make a ragout,

first catch your hare ... " is a warn

ing against taking anything for

granted, and the proverb : " Hares

may pull dead lions by the beard "

is a reminder that death is the

great leveler.

Then the soothsayer finished his

prediction on an upbeat note :

" The Year of the Hare also is

known as the Year of the Golden

Rabbit,” he said , " so perhaps next

year will be a golden one economi

cally . "

" And the Christmas of 1975 may

be a happier time. "

El

Artificial Christmas trees are fast replacing real ones in Vietnam .
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cat on hot bricks, but we should

remember that there are more

ways of killing a cat than choking

her with cream . "

“We must not let our enemies

play cat and mouse with us, and

we should bear in mind that a

muzzled cat never was a good

mouser . "

The seer praised cats for their

independence and quoted Rudyard

Kipling as saying, “The cat he

walked by himself, and all places

were alike to him . ”

What else can we learn from

feline folklore ?

Well, there have been a few

classic comments from such people

as William Shakespeare (“I am as

vigilant as a cat to steal cream " ) ,

George Eliot (“I'm not one of those

as can see the cat i' the dairy an '

wonder what she's come after " ),

Charles Dickens (“ Hercules may

lay about him with his club in

every possible direction, but he

can't prevent the cats from making

an intolerable row on the roofs of

the houses " ) , and Mr. Anonymous,

who weighs in with “ The more

you rub a cat on the rump the

higher she sets her tail," " Curiosity

killed the cat,” and “A cat can

look at a king."

As for the rabbit...

The Year of the Hare, unlike the

Year of the Tiger, is considered

a good one in which to get married .
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GRANDMA'S STORIES

THE STRANGE

SEARCH

FOR A GEM

By NGHIEM XUAN THIEN

I always remember that summer vacation after

I passed the examination ending my primary edu

cation

I was 13 years old and to reward me, my father

allowed me to go to the seashore at Dô- Son resort,

about 15 miles southeast of the port of Haiphong,

North Vietnam .

Dô - Son beach was a fishermen's village at the

mouth of a small river. It was rather small and by

an estuary made its water permanently muddy and

brownish .

But people went there for the fresh air of the

sea, giving respite from the polluted air of either

Haiphong or Hanoi. Sometimes, when the sea was

calm , people could swim or row a small boat rented

from fishermen .

Most often when the sun was not too hot, it was

my delight to run along the beach with boys and

girls about my age and fight a mock battle , pushing

opponents into the water.

When we got tired, we sat on the sand, and shad

ing our eyes with our hands, we gazed into the sea,

watching the fishermen's boats glide slowly on the

waters, and dragging their nets.

Sometimes we saw a few men on stilts, not far

from the shore, picking up crustaceans and shell -fish .

When the sand was dry - in the absence of rain

for days— we enjoyed watching children building

sand castles or temples. But what intrigued me most

were those tiny crabs of the size of a fingernail. Their

bodies the color of sand, they would crawl quickly

in every direction as I walked on the shore. The first

time I noticed them, I felt something moving. I stoop

ed and perceived the tiny crabs who at my slight

movement rushed into small holes all over the shore.

Later I learned from grown -ups with whom I

was spending my holiday that those miniscule crabs

had a strange name: Da Trang.

Preoccupied with swimming, playing, running,

and fighting on the sand, I did not think of asking

more about those Da Trang crabs.

After one month, I left Dô - Son beach and return

ed to my village where I paid my grandmother a
visit.

I saw her, one early afternoon, seated comfort

ably in a wooden armchair , mending her clothes.

As I cheerfully greeted her, she looked up , stared

at me as she never had before, and after a moment

that seemed to me very long, said : " Why, it is you ,

grandson! I did not recognize you, how is it that you

look so brown, as brown as Anh Nam who is in charge

of tilling my rice - field?"

Anh Nam or Brother Five was a stocky peasant

of about 40, who had worked for grandmother for

20 years, ploughing her land , and tending her buf

faloes with the help of a boy about my age. He was

the fifth son of a family, and out of consideration

for his age, we called him by the number indicating

the order of his birth in his family . This is a Viet

namese custom .

His work in the rice -field under the scorching

sun made his complexion very dark, as dark as that

of an African .

“I have been to Dô - Son beach for a month . It

was a very pleasant time, and if I am so brown as

yousay, it is because I am sunburned ," I told grand

mother.

A Lucky Boy

“ You are a lucky boy. You see, " said grandmother ,

“I am 60 years old , and I have yet to see the sea .

What is it like, and what marvelous things have you

seen ? "

I told her of the immensity of the sea that stretch

ed to the horizon , where it seemed to merge with

the sky, of the rocks that stood here and there in

the middle of the waters, of hills as high as the

mountains near the seashore.

“ But how did you get as dark as that ? " she asked .

"It was a big seashore where I could run as I

pleased . The air was fresh and with that captivating

smell of the sea . How good it was to swim there,

and play with the waves. I saw the fishermen's boats

going far across the sea, when the weather was fine.

They returned with their loads of fish, strange fish

we do not see here. And I have seen miniscule crabs,

smaller than the buttons of my shirt, running on the

sand, and disappearing in tiny holes on the beach .
They were DaTrang crabs, grandmother. Have you

ever heard of them ?"

“Yes, my boy, I have for these last 50 years, if

not every day, at least every week. Our peasants

have a song about them :

Da Trang is giving himself much pain ,

Carting perpetually the sand into the Eastern

Sea .

But all his agonizing efforts are in vain .

“I have never seen a Da Trang crab in all my

life, but it is said to be the reincarnation of a man

bearing the same name, and who lived thousands of

years ago in the province of Son Tay. He had assign
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The great hunter

had snake friends

ed to himself an impossible job which exhausted

all his energy but led to no results. And the phrase

“ Cong Da Trang (Da Trang's efforts ) is popular to

denote useless labor."

I asked grandma, if she could tell me more

about the man. But she told me his story was a long

one, and she needed time to recollect it.

" Come this evening after dinner. Go and play

with your little cousins who have missed you very

much, and bring them with you tonight.”

After a quick dinner, we hurried to her living

room . As the moonlight was bright, her kerosene

lamp was not lighted . This was first by reason of

economy, then because it emitted much heat and

smoke that inconvenienced people around it, especial

ly during tropical summer nights.

Grandmother cheerfully answered to our greet

ings . She looked at all of us as though to check

if everybody was there. Then looking at me, she said :

“ This boy is the only one here who has seen Da Trang

crabs, some smaller than the nail of your little finger ."

The children interrupted : “ But grandmother, they

must be newly -born crabs we sometimes see carried

by their mothers under their abdomens ! "

He never thought of shooting them, and they never

tried to attackhim . On the contrary any time they

saw him, they wound their bodies into coils and rais

ed their heads in a manner of greeting.

One day, he saw the female molting. Under the

warm morning sunrays, she was slowly casting her

slough . Nearby, the male was on guard, ready to in

tervene if she were attacked during that painful

action that practically immobilized her.

Noticing this, Da Trang said to himself: " These

serpents are capable of good sentiments like men.

The male's attitude towards his female is not dif

ferent from that of a man towards his wife . "

This thinking enhanced his friendship for the

two serpents, whom he thought deserving of regards

and consideration due to married young people.

A month later, it was the turn of the male ser

pent to molt. To Da Trang's indignation , the female

was not there at his side to defend him in case of

an emergency. Looking around, he saw her a hundred

yards away with another serpent who was making

love to her.

Reincarnated as Crab

I protested : "No, they are a species of crabs liv

ing only on the seashore. Adults, they are very small,

about the size of a pea. Be quiet and listen to grand

mother. She will tell us the story of Da Trang, the

man who was reincarnated as Da Trang, the crab.”

Then grandmother began her story.

Da Trang was a great hunter from Son Tay

province, about 25 miles southwest of Hanoi, the

capital of Tonkin ( former name of North Vietnam ,

during French rule ).

It was long ago, so long that nobody could

provide an approximate date. It suffices to know that

it was in ancient days when man went to war or

hunted with bows and arrows.

Da Trang was a dead shot : he never missed his

target, even when it moved as fast as a hare, or a

deer. As a good hunter, he was rather well - off, and

lived comfortably with his wife in a large thatched

house on the border of a village.

Everyday, when he went hunting, he passed a

hill on the side of which there was a hole that a

couple of large serpents had choosen as their dwelling.

They were about five feet long, the male was white,

and the female white with round black spots.

He was so accustomed to them and they to him

that the three considered themselves good old friends.

Accidental Killing

That sight filled him with fury. And he said to

himself: " That female serpent is unfaithful to her

mate who does not deserve to be betrayed, especially

when he is in a difficult situation . And that male

serpent who is seducing her from her duty merits

punishment. "

He aimed an arrow at him . But at that very mo

ment, the female serpent stretched her body towards

the male and Da Trang's arrow pierced her head . She

fell and the male fled in fright.

Da Trang, full of regret and sorrow , hoped she

was only wounded, but she was dead.

Da Trang heaved a desperate sigh and left ...

When the dead serpent's mate had finished cast

ing off his slough, he looked around and wondered

why his wife was not by his side. He started search

ing and came across her body, her head pierced by

an arrow bearing the name of Da Trang. He swore

to avenge her by killing her murderer.

He went to Da Trang's house at night, slid silent

ly into Da Trang's room , and waited for an opportu

nity to sink his poisonous fangs in him ,

Da Trang and his wife had just finished their

dinner . An oil lamp lighted the room . The wife was

seated near it , mending clothes. Da Trang himself

was resting on a hammock near her, telling his wife

the story of the two serpents.

“I have known them for years, and we were

friends. But today, I saw the male molting, and tak

ing advantage of his forced immobility, the female

allowed herself to be seduced by another serpent. I

wanted to punish the intruder, and shot at him . Un

fortunately, it was the female who was killed, because

at the very moment when my arrow was in fight,

she moved towards her lover. You can realize how

sorry I am , and even now my heart aches at the
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A grateful serpent

gives valuable gem

thought that I have killed a friend and deprived his

dearest companion of her.”

The male serpent heard Da Trang's talk and said

to himself: " This man is innocent of my wife's death.

He is a good friend with good intentions towards us.

What happened was my wife's fault. I should not do

him harm . On the contrary I must reward him in

some way. "

So he withdrew as silently as he had come , leav

ing Da Trang to his sorrow and remorse.

The next evening, after dinner , Da Trang was

seated as usual in his room by the side of his wife,

talking to her about his hunting experience of the

day. The oil -lamp cast a faint light around them .

Suddenly he heard a quick and sharp rustle from the

ceiling, then something was dropped to the ground,

and brightly illuminated the room . He approached

the glowing thing, hesitated a few seconds, then pick

ed it up. It was a strange gem as transparent as

crystal, and as luminous as a star.

As he was cutting the deer into pieces, he heard

the vultures flying over him and crying: “Give us

the bowels and liver ! Give us the bowels and liver ! "

Da Trang told himself: " Honestly speaking, those

ugly birds are entitled to a share. It is through them

that I can take it so easily ."

So he disemboweled the deer, and gave them

the entrails . Since that day the vultures became his

friends,and guidedhim to places where game abound

ed , rendering Da Trang's work much easier than be

fore . He never went home empty -handed. And each

time he gave the vultures their share.

One day , after a successful hunt, he set aside the

vultures' share and went home. However, a wolf

came and took it away. The leader of the vultures

flew to his home and demanded their share. A quar

rel ensued and Da Trang was accused of cheating,

lying and swindling. Furious, Da Trang shot at the

insolent bird. But the latter swooped and caught the

arrow with its peak. Soaring overhead it shouted :

"Da Trang, dishonest man , ungrateful friend, you

shall pay for your deceit." . Then it flew away.

Miraculous Gem

As he held the miraculous gem , he heard a voice:

“Da Trang, do not be afraid . I come to you as a friend .

I am the serpent whose wife you killed by accident.

Keep the gem . As long as you have it with you , you

shall understand the languages of all animals on earth .

An Immortal to whom I rendered a service gave it to

me. It has the power of making you always healthy ,

young, and alive for an eternity. You have been a

very good friend to me, and wanted to defend my

honor and happiness, but fate has decreed otherwise.

It is not your fault. I have meditated during these

last twenty -four hours on how to reward you, but I

have nothing valuable but that gem you hold in your

hand. I have decided to give it to you. Keep it and

make the best use of it . Farewell and good luck ! ”

Da Trang had just time to look up. By the bril

liant light of his gem , he saw the white serpent slip

away.

Next day, Da Trang went to the forest to hunt.

He put the gem into his mouth , to leave his hands

free for action . He had just arrived at the border of

the forest , when he heard a group of vultures perched

on a great tree conversing : "Have any of you seen

a deer who has broken his legs , a mile to the east of

our forest ? ”

" Oh, yes," one answered. “We have seen him. He

cannot move, but we have to wait till he is dead to

feast on him. This may take a full day ."

Da Trang then went to east of the forest , and

after walking a mile, found a young deer in the

throes of death . He drew his hunting-knife and finish

ed him off .

Vulture's Revenge

A few days later , soldiers came to Da Trang's

home and showed him a writ, ordering his arrest: a

body was discovered on the bank of a river, not far

from his home, the chest pierced by an arrow bear

ing his name.

He understood that the leader of the vultures was

taking revenge on him by planting his arrow in a

drowned man's chest . He energetically protested his

innocence but it was to no avail, and he was taken

to the capital, and jailed, pending trial by the high

court.

As he was not a wealthy man and had no friend ,

he knew that his case was hopeless. His wife was an

illiterate peasant who easily trembled before the

authorities , especially before the soldiers whom she

knew were brutal , greedy and heartless, having one

thousand and one ways to extort money from people

in difficulty. So he could not expect any help from

her. On the contrary he was uneasy about her now

being alone and defenseless, an easy victim of ill

intentioned men.

He told himself : “I know that she can do

nothing for me. Surely I am done for. And I am

afraid she cannot do anything either for herself, if

any danger threatens her. I pray God protect her from

wicked men . Who knows, these men may even accuse

her of being an accomplice in the alleged crime of

which I amaccused ."

His jail was a small house with brick walls and

a tiled roof in the soldiers ' compound. A sentry look

ed into his cell from time to time through a small

aperture in the heavy wooden door. At night, his

cell was lighted by an oil lamp, allowing the sentry

to keep an eye on him.

On day as he was contemplating his fate, he

heard sparrows conversing on the roof ofhis cell : "In

a few days , when our fellow creatures come in a
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The King borrows

the magical stone

as told . Nevertheless, the rumor spread that the

country was threatened by an imminent deluge pre

dicted by a sorcerer , an adviser to the king.

On the fourth may, the sky suddenly became over

cast. Strong winds drove masses of black clouds com

pletely obscuring the sun . Then rains poured for

many days, accompanied by thunder, lightning and

storm . Trees were uprooted and the roofs of many

houses were blown away.

great number, we shall go plundering the royal

granaries ."

He reported what he heard to an officer. Nobody

believed a word he said and the officer and his

soldiers made fun of him and threatened to give him

a good thrashing if he persisted in telling that kind

of a silly story .

A few days later , however, all royal granaries

in the capital were pillaged by immense flights of

sparrows, so dense that they covered the sky like

enormous clouds that darkened the sun. They brought

terror to the population , and when they left a few

days later , not a grain was left in the royal stores.

The officer then told his soldiers: " This Da Trang

is no fool. From now on we must take him seriously ."

From that day , Da Trang became the object of

consideration and respect from his jailer and all the

officers and guards, who then granted him more

liberty and better food .

One day as he was allowed to imbibe fresh air

in the open , in the company of two armed soldiers,

he saw a long procession of red ants. They moved

quickly along a narrow path, carrying white eggs

and their provisions of insects. He stopped and stoop

ing to observe them closely, heard one saying: " Hur

ry up, my friends, we must reach that hill towering

over the rice- field in three days. If we delay too

much, we shall be caught by the flood and drown . "

Back to his cell, he called for the officer of the

guard, and explained to him that the King should be

informed of a flood threatening the capital in three

days.

The officer hastened to alert the king, who at

first did not believe in the possibility of such a

calamity . He said: “The sky has been cloudless for

quite a long time . The sun shines every day in

all its splendor, the weather is very fine. Who can

speak of heavy rains and flood ?”

The officer then related to the king Da Trang's

ability to predict future events, citing the case of the

sparrows.

Precautionary Measures

After reflection, the king ordered precautionary

measures be taken . All able -bodied men were mobi

lized to reinforce dikes with bamboo and soil.

Women and children whose presence in the capital

was not necessary were sent to their parents far

away inland.

For three days, the males worked without respite

under the scorching sun, and at night by the light

of torches. They did not understand such feverish

activity, but orders were orders, and they worked

Dikes Contain Waters

The river swelled and overflowed its banks. But

the dikes had been reinforced and were strong enough

to contain the furious waters that dashed against

them with violence.

A week later, the winds subsided , the rains stop

ped, the sky cleared, and the sun came out.

The capital was strewn with ruins but the flood

had been checked and destruction minimized . Many

lives had been saved thanks to Da Trang's foreknow

ledge of the coming disaster. He deserved a reward,

so the king ordered him released and brought before
him .

Da Trang told the king that he had a magical

stone that enabled him to understand the languages

of all living creatures on earth . And he showed the

gem to the king.

As the stone radiated a strong light, the king

recognized at once that it was endowed with super

natural power. And when he had it in his hand, sud

denly he understood the languages of the mosquitoes

buzzing in the dark corners of his palace, of the flies

hovering around in the search forfood, and of ants

on window sills .

King's Proposal

He proposed that Da Trang lend him the gem

so he could try it on big animals and birds. He offer

ed to appoint Da Trang one of his closest attendants,

allow him free accessto the palace, and grant him

audience any time of day or night.

Da Trang accepted the king's proposal and be

came a favorite courtier.

The king first went to his gardens to try the

magical stone on birds. To his great pleasure, he

understood all they said.

Then he went hunting in the forests, with Da

Trang at his side. He could understand squirrels

talking in the trees, hares in the bushes, deers that

came quenching their thirst in the stream flowing

through the forest, trouts — they were not as mute

as the humans believed frolicking in crystal clear

water.

He was so delighted that he spent most of his

time roaming the country to listen to all species of

animals , birds and fishes .

Da Trang himself was leading a happy life . The

king showered him with presents, silver and gold ,
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King drops stone

during sea voyage

making him a rich and powerful man before whom

many a mighty lord had to bow.

One day, the king , perhaps tired of listening to

animals' talk , said to Da Trang : “With your miracu

lous stone, I have learned plenty of things. First the

animals are not so stupid as we think. They can talk

to each other with their own language . They discuss

day -to -day problems. They have passions, love and

hate. Their actions are prompted as ours by ambition,

jealousy, meanness, wickedness and cruelty . They

spend as most of us do, most of their time and energy

intriguing, planning, scheming to get material ad

vantages or to do harm to their fellow creatures. I

have had enough with them."

As the sea was about a hundred miles from the

capital , it took the King and his retinue three full

days to reach it.

Da Trang at first was captivated by the sight of

the immense sea . He wondered what lay beyond

the line where heaven and sea seemed to merge. Im

mediately he thought that the King of Heavens- his

own king's father , must be somewhere there with his

Court of Immortals and Genies , dealing with the fate

of humans and their pursuits . Then he was seized

with fear over the immensity of the sea, the myste

rious sea , under which, he was convinced , lived the

Emperor of the Oceans with his army of gigantic

fishes, shells , turtles and monsters.

As for his own king, he was too busy experiment

ing the miraculous stone on the undersea world

to pay any attention to the beautiful clouds moving

slowly in theblue sky, or the green waters stretching
beyond the limits of his vision.

Holding the precious stone in his mouth, he

listened to the conversations of creatures of the sea .

Then he discovered similarities between the sea world

and the world of humans : the strong ate the weak ,

and most often fought among themselves for food

and love . Ambition, passion, greed, wickedness were

also the motives for their acts . “I had hoped to find

in the sea world something better than in ours, but I

am disappointed ,” he sighed.

He was at the point of ordering a return to his

capital , when suddenly, he saw a large squid follow

ing his junk. It was singing and praising the beauty

of the sky, the immensity and splendor of the sea

world.

Enraptured, the king exclaimed : “Here is at least

a poet who rises above the others , because he ap

preciates and enjoys beauty ."

The Other World

Then the king continued : " However, there is a

world still unknown to me. I want to explore it . I

shall give orders to my ministers to equip enough

boats and junks to enable me to make a long voyage.

I am told that there are very strange creatures in it,

from the tiny ones , so tiny that we can hardly see

them with our own eyes, to huge ones, as large as

mountains that can swallow boats and junks. What

about them ? How do they think ? What are their

emotions ? I think we shall not be ready before a

month. So take a rest and be ready to accompany me.”

With the pleasures he could afford with his

money and position, a month was quickly gone for

Da Trang and soon he got the king's order to go to

the Court to accompany him in his long trip to the

sea .

The voyage started from a landing place on the

bank of the river flowing near the capital. Three

days before , all people by the riverside were given

orders to clear the river of all obstacles : fishermen's

boats had to be berthed, nobody was allowed to take

a swim or a bath during the passage of the king's

retinue.

Soldiers on board of light boats were sent ahead

to scour the waters , and with megaphones made from

buffalo -horns reiterated orders to clear the way.

The king embarked on a great junk shaped like a

dragon, adorned with banners, flags and pennons of

all sizes and colors.

He was escorted by a score of military junks, on

board of which were the best archers and warriors

of the empire.

The mandarin-governors of the riverside prov

inces had altars with flowers and incense-burners set

to pay homage to him . He acknowledged their alle

giance by sending a messager to answer their greet

ings and to collect their offerings in food , silver and

gold.

A Costly Remark

But in opening his mouth to make the remark,

he let the marvellous stone drop into the sea. And
the waters swallowed it in the twinkling of an eye.

The king watched as the light emitted by the

stone grew dimmer and dimmer, and finally disap

peared in the unfathomable depths.

Da Trang, at the King's side, attempted to catch

of the stone as it fell and would have fallen into the

sea had not an alert soldier grabbed him.

The King ordered the best divers to retrieve the

stone but they searched in vain .

Da Trang could not bear the thought that his

stone was lost forever . He swore by heaven and earth

to keep searching whatever the cost . After many days

and nights of prayer without food and sleep , he hit

upon the strange idea of filling up the sea with sand

to recover his stone.

He hired thousands of men and women, ordered

them to load carts with sand and empty those carts

into the sea . Everybody laughed at his undertaking,

but since he paid well , people worked for him. Weeks,

months elapsed and millions of cart - loads of sand
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A constant, impossible search ends in death

My grandmother paused, looked at me, and she

said : “ Now , you know the story of your Da Trang

crabs. Can you tell me something more about them ? "

were dumped into the sea , until Da Trang had ex

hausted his fortune. But he did not give up and alone

continued to dump sand into the sea.

Finally, crest -fallen and frustrated, he died from

moral and corporal exhaustion.

His tormented soul, torn by regret, anger, fury

and despair could find no peace. It hovered at night

over the impassible sea, weeping, lamenting, growl

ing, over the loss of the miraculous stone that had

long been the source of his happiness, pride, and

fortune .

A Return to Life

Then by a tremendous effort of the will , he came

back to life, in the form of those tiny crabs, bearing

his name, living on the seashores, scooping the sand

with minuscule mandibles , and shoving it with their

breasts into the sea . But the sea has always beaten

them back, and driven them to their original positions,

from which they renewed their stubborn and fruitless

attempts to fill it up with sand, as Da Trang did when

in life. Such a process will last an eternity and will

stop only when Da Trang's soul is appeased with the

recovery of his stone .

Story of Sisyphus

Taken aback by her unexpected question, I was

very embarassed . Suddenly I remembered the story

of Sisyphus related by our teacher at school. And I

said proudly :

“ Grandmother, your story has some similarity

to the one we heard at school. King Sisyphus from

Corinth , according to Greek mythology, was con

demned in hell to roll a heavy rock up a hill. When

he was near the top, the stone pushed him down to

the foot of the hill and he had to start all over again ,

and this for eternity. In the French language, there

is the phrase "Sisyphus' rock, ' or in the English

language 'a sisyphean task ,' meaning the same thing

as our 'Da Trang's work ,' i.e. a task requiring continu

ed but useless efforts. The difference is that our Da

Trang is going down the sea and is pushed up to the

shore and Sisyphus is going uphill and is pushed

down the plain. So, in some way, our Da Trang is the

reverse of their Sisyphus, isn't he, grandmother ? "

CONTINENTAL PALACE HOTEL

132, Tu - Do Street · Saigon-

Phone : 22.520 - 90.155 - 90.157

Cable Address : CONTINENT

P. O. Box : 140 SAIGON

– IDEALLY SITUATED IN THE CENTER OF SAIGON.

SPACIOUS AIR -CONDITIONED ROOMS.

FAMOUS «CAFE BAR» FOR RELAXING OVER DRINKS IN THE EVENING AND

A FAVORITE SPOT FOR REFRESHING .

GARDEN FOR ITS CHARMING SOLITUDE IN THE SHADOWS OF

FRAGRANT TREES AND ITS DELIGHTFUL PAILLOTE , REMINDER OF THE

«MOL COUNTRY'S VILLAGES.

LARGE BANQUET ROOM FOR CONFERENCES , COCKTAILS, ANNIVERSARIES,

BIRTHDAY PARTIES , WEDDINGS, RECEPTIONS AND OTHER IMPORTANT

FUNCTIONS .

THE ONLY CONTINENTAL RESTAURANT WITH CLASSICAL REFINED «FRENCH

CUISINE , AND TERRACE OVERLOOKING TU DO STREET .

THE « DOLCE VITA , WITH ITS ITALIAN SPECIALTIES SERVED IN MEDITER

RANEAN CAFE , UNIQUE IN SAIGON .
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A TOURIST PROGRAM

" FOLLOW " ME TO SAIGON

By HALCYON LIEW

Saigon is asking for a chance to

prove itself as a tourist destination .

And with the ensured security in

and around the capital city, the

friendly, hospitable people and

the unique way of life that is

South Vietnam's alone, there is a

great potential for tourism in the

country.

The Commissioner of Tourism of

the Republic of Vietnam , Mr. Phan

Luong Quang, best sums up the

present attitude of the people:

“ All we want is for tourists to

come to Saigon to take a first-hand

look at Vietnam for themselves . "

Organized

And to better promote itself, the

tourist industry there has been or

ganized by the Tourism Commis

sion to sell Saigon cooperatively,

in the newly -launched “ Follow

Me" program .

The Vietnamese are well aware

of the war image they have to

combat and this is the main reason

why the commission has come up

with the program . Besides selling

and promoting Saigon, the pro

gram also attempts to standardize

the prices and quality of tourist

facilities by involving a large

sector of the industry.

In a preliminary survey of the

facilities available and business

done by local agencies, hotels and

airlines, the commission noted that

an average of only about 30 to 40

per cent of the facilities available

was used.

So the " Follow Me" program

was formulated to make use of

the unused capacity .

After about eight months of or

ganizing, the “Follow Me " pro

gram - involving 14 tour operators,

15 hotels, 19 restaurants, four

nightclubs, two theaters and six

shops and handicraft factories

was launched .

Vinh Nghiem pagoda with seven layers is a tourist attraction of Saigon.

A group of 22 tour operators and

journalists from Singapore, Bang

kok , Hong Kong, Taipei and Japan

were invited to sample the pack

age.

The Commissioner of Tourism

describes the package as a pro

gram to provide a worry -free stay

for tourists from the time they

step off the aircraft at Tan Son

Nhut to the time they fly home.

In a refreshingly honest admis

sion, Mr. Phan said Vietnam has

nothing to brag about , and is not

in competition with the well-de

veloped tourist destinations in this

region, like Bangkok , Hong Kong,

Singapore and Manila.

With the emphasis on cheapness

-the “ Follow Me" tour of “ four

suns and three moons ” is priced at

US$69 — the commission aims at

bringing tourists in to make them

aware of exactly how things stand

in the country.

On Sale Now

Vouchers for the “ Follow Me "

program went on sale in Southeast
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A modest plan eyes

long -range ventures
V.

Asia from the middle of November.

Participating airlines, whose over

seas offices in this region serve as

sales outlets, include Air Vietnam ,

Singapore Airlines, Thai Interna

tional, Cathay Pacific, Air France /

UTA , Pan Am and China Airlines.

As well, a total of between 50

and 60 agencies in the Asian region

recommended by participating air

lines, PATA and IATA have been

accepted as sales agents for the

program .

A 10 per cent commission is

given to agents on sales of the

package, which is offered as a

booklet of vouchers including

tickets for transfers, choice of

hotel accommodation , all meals in

restaurants listed , one night tour ,

one half-day tour and one full-day

tour and shopping discounts.

The 14 participating tour oper

ators are being organized to work

on a rotational basis by the come

mittee for the “ Follow Me" pro

gram . Mr. Phan hopes the program

will provide the impetus for the

private sector to improve itself.

For this year, the emphasis will

be on Saigon and the immediate

surrounding area .

A view of downtown Saigon as seen from Tu Do street, city's main one.

]
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Normality

On a tour of the city and Cholon ,

our group of journalists and tour

operators noted the bustling nor

mality of the place, the rich

cultural heritage, especially the

strong Chinese influence, and the

after - effects of a people at war for

so long.

The beauty of “ Paris of the East ”

is occasionaly marred by barbed

wire surrounding houses belonging

to military personnel, sandbags

piled up around the sentry posts

and soldiers with rifles guarding

these places.

In post -war Saigon , the soldiers

send away civilians and tourists

who want to photograph them and

the posts they guard .

The bridges in and around the

city are particularly well-guarded

and nobody is allowed to take

photographs there .

Tourist guides at the moment

are only trained by the companies

employing them but the committee

for “ Follow Me” program indicat

;in

ed that it will impose a strict

examination for guides soon .

Also, a team of the 63 members

of the "Follow Me " program will

take turns to inspect each other's

establishment to check on the

standard of the facilities.

In general, the visiting group of

tour operators from Singapore,

Taiwan, Bangkok and Japan is

of the opinion that Saigon is

ready to receive tourists who can

accept adequate but not luxurious

facilities.

Local tour operators have air

conditioned minibuses which seat

about 16 passengers and also larger

non -airconditioned buses seating

about 35.

The guides are very fluent in

French and can converse well in

English . The Chinese -originating

guides speak Cantonese.

Next year, the commission plans

to include Vung Tau , a beach

resort into the “Follow Me"

program.

In the meantime, the commis

sion has taken over the develop

ment and modernization of two

hotels in Vung Tau — the Pacific

and Tam Thang — to be developed

into youth hotels.

Two hotels in Dalat, a mountain

resort area , are also being improv

ed by the commission . Long -range

plans include development of the

mountain resort area for inclusion

in the " Follow Me" program .

When the resort areas are devel

oped for tourists, Saigon will be

the staging point feeding tourists

into the rest of the country.

The priority regions for tourist

development are Vung Tau, Nha

Trang , another beach resort

farther north , Dalat, and Hue, the

former imperial capital of Vietnam.

For the present, however, all

the South Vietnamese want are

tourists to Saigon — and in their

attempt to get people to come to

Vietnam , they are saying " Follow

Me to Saigon ."
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Publications of the VCFR

(Continued from page 2)

Nguyen Anh Tuan, The Financial Situation in

Vietnam, Ref. 913 E, 1969 , 11 pp.

Nguyen Dinh Hoa, Education in Vietnam *, Ref..

7019 E, 1971 , 43 pp .

Nguyen Hai Binh, Vietnam's Export Markets,

Ref. 7206 E, 1972, 12 pp.

Dr. Nguyen Kien Ngoc , Public Health in Viet

nam, Ref. 915 E, 1969, 8 pp .

Nguyen Khac Kham, An Introduction to Viet

namese Culture, Ref. 7001 E, 3rd edition ,

1972 , 64 pp , US$1.50.

Nguyen Khac Kham, Celebrations of Rice Culti

vation in Vietnam, Ref. 7018 E, 1970 , 31 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Bich, translated by, Vietnamese

Architecture, Ref. 917 E, 1970 , 24 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Bich, Backtracking on Socialism ,

Ref. 7103 E, 1971 , 32 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Huy, Political Parties in Vietnam,

Ref. 7101 E, 1971 , 16 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Linh , edited by, The Armed

Forces of the Republic of Vietnam * , Ref.

919 E, 1969, 18 pp.

Nguyen Ngoc Linh, edited by, The Working

Man in Vietnam , Ref. 7017 E, 1970 , 24 pp.

Nguyen Ngoc Phach, Introduction by, The New

Vietnam Press Law, Ref. 7005 E, 1970 , 29 pp .

Nguyen Ngọc Phạch , The Vietnamese Land

Reform Law, Ref. 7012 E, 1970 , 14 pp.

Nguyen Quang Nhạc & Nguyen Nang Dạc ,

Vietnamese Architecture, Ref. 917 E, 1970,

O'Neill , Frank G. , The Legal System of Vietnam ,

Ref. 920 E , 1969, 7 pp.

Okinori, Kaya, What I Think of the Vietnam

War, Ref. 93 E, 1969 , 12 pp.

Political Parties and Political Opposition in Viet

nam , Ref. 918 E, 1969 , 18 pp .

Postwar Development of Vietnam : A Summary

Report of the Joint Development Group,

Ref. 916 E , 2nd edition , 1972 , 71 pp, US$1.50 .

Pham Kim Ngọc , Economic Independence for

Vietnam , Ref. 7003 E, 1970, 8 pp .

Pham Van Dong, War Veterans, Invalids,

Widows and Orphans in Vietnam , Ref.

7002 E, 1970, 7 pp.

Phung Thi Hanh , South Vietnam's Women im

Uniform , Ref. 7010 E, 1970, 18 pp .

Senga, Tetsuya, Reconstruction and Develop

ment of the Vietnamese Economy, Ref.

914 E, 1969, 14 pp .

Tang Thi Thanh Trai , Ta Van Tai, Sesto E.

Vecchi & Leonard Chinitz, Doing Business

in Vietnam, 2nd ( revised ) edition, Ref.

7011 E, 1974, 141 pp , US $ 5.00.

Ton That Thien , A Few Thoughts on the Prob

lems of the Reconstruction of Vietnamese

Society, or Science, Traditions and the

Social Reconstruction of Vietnam , Ref. 81 E,

1968, 33 pp.

The Income Tax Law , Ref. 7301 E, 1973 , 58 pp ,

US$ 1.00.

The New Investment Law, Ref. 7203 E , 1972 ,

4 pp , US$.30 .

Tran Chanh Thanh , Vietnam's Foreign Policy

and the Consolidation of Legitimacy, Ref.

85 E, 1968, 14 pp.

Tran Chanh Thanh , From Geneva ’54 to Paris

'69 : Have Words Lost All Their Meanings ?

Ref. 96 E, 1969, 8 pp.

Tran Duc Thanh Phong, Handicrafts in Vietnam,

Ref. 7006 E, 1970 , 32 pp.

Tran Duc Thanh Phong, Textile Industry in

Vietnam, Ref. 7016 E, 1970 , 24 pp.

Tran Quang Minh, Agricultural Development

in Vietnam , Ref . 7015 E , 1970 , 24 pp.

Tran Van Lam , The Peacemakers, Ref. 923 E,

1969 , 14 pp .

Tran Van Lam , A Year of Patience and Good

will . Ref. 7007 E, 1970 , 7 pp.

24 pp.

Nguyen Van Hao, The Agricultural Develop

ment Bank in Vietnam, Ref. 95 E, 2nd

edition , 1972 , 8 pp .

Nguyen Van Tuoi , Communist Strategy: Lessons

from Experience, Ref. 84 E , 1968 , 12 pp.

Nguyen Van Tuoi, South Vietnam and the Na

tional Liberation Front - An Assessment,

Ref. 94 E , 2nd edition, 1970, 8 pp.

Nguyen Xuan Oanh , Vietnam: Post- War Eco

nomic Policy, 86 E, 1968 , 10 pp.

Nguyen Xuan Oanh , The Paris Peace Talks :

Collective Security in South -East Asia -Eco

nomic Development and Japan, Ref. 97 E,

1969 , 14 pp.

Second (revised ) edition in preparation .
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PUBLICATIONS IN FRENCH

>Ho Van Cham, Le Programme du Chieu Hoi au

Vietnam, Ref. 7009 F, 1972, 26 pp .

Hoang Co Thuy, Des Formes du Droit Interna

tional Public pour la Cessation des Hostilités

au Vietnam Par des Moyens Pacifiques, Ref.

82 F, 1968 , 14 pp.

La Constitution de la République du Vietnam ,

Ref. 910 F, 1970, 39 pp, US$.35.

La Loi sur l'Investissement au Vietnam , Ref.

7203 F, 1972 , 6 pp, US$.30.

Nguyen Dinh Cat, Comment les Vietnamiens

Boivent... Selon la Littérature Populaire,

Ref. 7201 F, 1972 , 16 pp.

Nguyen Nang Dac & Nguyen Phung, La Musi

que Viet Traditionnelle, Ref. 7004 F, 1970,

Tran Chanh Thanh, La Politique Etrangère du

Vietnam et la Consolidation de la Légiti

mité, Ref. 85 F, 1968 , 14 pp .

Tran Van Lam, Les Artisans de la Paix , Ref.

923 F, 1969, 14 pp.

Tran Van Lam, Pour le Maintien de la Paix In

ternationale, Ref. 99 F, 1969 , 9 pp.

Une Initiation au Vietnam , Ref. No. 911 F, 1970,

63 pp , US$1.50.

PUBLICATIONS IN SPANISH

22 pp .

Nguyen Khac Kham, Une Initiation à la Culture

Vietnamienne , Ref. 7001 F, 1972 , 64 pp,

US$1.50.

Nguyen Ngoc Huy, Les Partis Politiques au

Vietnam, Ref. 7101 F, 1971 , 18 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Phach, Introduction par, Le Nou

veau Code de la Presse , Ref. 7005 F, 1970 ,

Constitución de la Republica de Vietnam , Ref.

910 S, 1970 , 39 pp, US$.35 .

El Desarrollo de la Posguerra en Vietnam, Ref.

916 S, 1970 , 76 pp , US$1.50.

Introducción a Vietnam , Ref. 911 S, 1970, 71 pp ,

US$1.50.

Kaya, Okinori , Mis Ideas Sobre la Guerra en

Vietnam, Ref. 93 S, 1970, 12 pp.

Nguyen Ngoc Phach , Introducción por, La Nueva

Ley de Prensa en Vietnam , Ref. 7005 S,

1970, 34 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Phach, Introducción por, Ley de

Reforma Agraria de Vietnam , Ref. 7012 S,

1970, 16 pp.

Nguyen Van Tuoi, Vietnam Del Sur y El Frente

de Liberación Nacional : Una Evaluación,

Ref. 94 S, 1970, 8 pp .

9

29 pp.

Nguyen Ngoc Phach , Introduction par, La Ré

forme Agraire au Vietnam , Ref. 7012 F, 1970,

17 pp .

PERIODICALS

Nguyen Phuong Thiep, Perspectives d'une Dé

mocratie de l'Elite, Ref. 83 F, 1968, 34 pp.

Nguyen Quang Nhac & Nguyen Nang Dac,

L'Architecture Vietnamienne, Ref. 917 F,

1969, 18 pp .

Nguyen Van Tuoi, La Stratégie Communiste :

Les Leçons de l'Expérience, Ref. 84 F, 1968,

Vietnam Magazine, monthly publication , US$

12.00 per annum .

Vietnam Report, fortnightly publication, US$

27.00 per annum.

12 pp.

Note : All publications of the Vietnam Council are for sale

at US $ 0.50 post-paid per copy unless otherwise specified .

Special discount for bulk orders.

Nguyen Van Tuoi, Le Sud Vietnam et le Front

de Libération Nationale : Tableau Compa

ratif, Ref. 94 F, 2e édition 1970, 9 pp .

Nguyen Xuan Oanh , Vietnam : Politique Econo

mique d’Après -Guerre, Ref. 87 F, 1968,
ADVERTISING RATES

14 pp.

Phan Quang Dan, L'Indochine à l'Ordre du

Jour, Ref. 7014 F, 1970, 15 pp .

Schmieder, Maurice , Vietnam : Deux Mille Ans

de Culture, Mille Ans d'Occupation , Ref.

7022 F, 1970 , 12 pp.

Ton That Thien, Quelques Réflexions sur le Pro

blème de la Reconstruction de la Société

Vietnamienne, ou Science, Traditions et la

Reconstruction Sociale du Vietnam , Ref.

81 F, 1968, 28 pp .

in Vietnam Magazine, monthly review published

in English ( 25.000 copies) .

Outside cover ( color ) US $500

Outside cover ( black and white ) 400

Inside cover 350

Inside : full page 275

1/2 page 150

1/3 page 100

1/4 page 80

Yearly contract ( 12 issues ) = rebate of 25% .
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You have heard about Saigon !

Now come visit us.

You'll be pleasantly surprised !

For information write to:

The Director Tourism Department,

Asian American Transportation,

Post Office Box 2431 ,

Saigon, Vietnam.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM - VIETNAM MAGAZINE

The Vietnam Council on Foreign Relations

( Hiệp-Hội Việt-Nam Phát-Triển Bang-Giao Quốc-Tế)

P. O. Box 932

Saigon, Republic of Vietnam

Enclosed herewith is payment of US$ 12.00 for a one-year subscription to

Vietnam Magazine.

Name (please print) Signature

Complete address Date
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Whoelse flies 747s from

Hong Kong, Taiwan ,Manila

and Tokyo direct

to the U.S.A.?
11

NORTHWEST

ORIENT

1

V v
Only

Northwest.

Nobody else.
Meet us in any of these four cities and a Northwest 747 will fly you direct to Seattle , Tacoma,

Chicago and New York ... and from Tokyo to Honolulu , San Francisco , Los Angeles and

Minneapons, St. Paul .

Northwest flies 747s to the U.S.A. three times every day from Tokyo, every day except Wednesday

and Saturday from Hong Kong , every Monday , Wednesday , Friday and Saturday from Taiwan and

every Saturday from Manila .

That's more 747s than any other airline... a new dimension in air travel . And , with private

stereo , wide screen movies and magnificent food and beverages ... a new dimension in

service .

For immediate reservations call your travel agent or Northwest Orient at 22 Nguyen Hue

Boulevard Saigon , South Vietnam . Phone 91.507 / 98.493 .

* $2.50 charge on transpacific flights.

NORTHWEST ORIENT 747
Flying to twice as many U.S. (Illes

VET - P 3P 2 B



Everyday

TWAflies to
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

AndonlyTWAgives you

Ambassador Service
That means you get the Twin Seat

in Economy, so if nobody's sitting next

to you , you can fold down the middle

seat and sit 2 across instead of 3 across .

You get a choice of 3 International

meals in Economy, and 5 in First Class.

Everything from U -Kor-Kai-Ting to

Roast Tenderloin of Beef. You get a

choice of 2 current movies on all movie

flights. And 8 channels of audio.

Our daily flights to America

are conveniently scheduled for you .

Call your Travel Agent or TWA

for details.

TWAis what travel should be

toAmerica .
94 • Service mark owned exclusively by TWA .

+ Choice of movies on every movie flight. International agreements require us to make a nominal charge for inflight

entertainment. Movies by Inflight Motion Pictures , Inc.

Call your travel agent or Trans World Airlines Inc., Mekong Express 16 Duong Tu Do. Tel : 24452 Saigon S. Vietnam .
OKOIR
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